We develop a novel technique for simulation of the mechanics of micron-scale solid systems: Coarse Grained Molecular Dynamics (CGMD). It captures the important atomistic e ects without the computational cost of conventional molecular dynamics (MD). The CGMD equations of motion are derived directly from nite temperature MD through a statistical coarse graining procedure, so they agree with MD as the mesh size is reduced to the atomic scale. This allows a seamless coupling of length scales. The use of e cient CGMD in peripheral regions extends atomistic simulation to much larger systems than amenable to MD alone.
The physical world is replete with phenomena on different scales that are only weakly coupled. Physics would be totally intractable were this not so. There are many systems, however, which depend inherently on physics on multiple scales. These pose notoriously di cult theoretical problems. Turbulence, crack propagation, and critical phenomena at non-trivial xed points are prime examples. In this letter we focus on another multiscale problem, mesoscopic elastic dynamics, and we f o r m ulate an e ective theory which couples micron-scale boundary conditions to physics at the atomic scale.
The mesoscopic elastic problem is this: there are interesting solid-state systems whose elastic properties can be modeled neither by nite elements because they are too small, nor by atomistics because they are too large. Examples include technologically important micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) being constructed now, and mesoscopic systems of crack propagation and delamination. To be more precise, dynamical regions smaller than one micron are a ected by atomic scale physics which causes departures from continuum elastic theory 1], and dynamical regions larger than 0.1 micron cubed exceed the current limit of about one hundred million atoms for atomistic simulation of silicon on a supercomputer 2]. The challenge is to develop a robust simulation technique which captures the important atomistic e ects without the computational cost of a brute force atomistic simulation for the entire system.
Consider the standard nite element (FE) approach t o this problem 3]. A mesh of varying coarseness is chosen, adaptively or by at, such that no one region contributes disproportionately to the error. Typically errors result from large strain gradients violating the discrete expression for the integral of the elastic energy density of a continuous medium. Mesh re nement improves this approximation. However, as the mesh size approaches atomic dimensions, the constitutive equations have signi cant errors, and further re nement alone does not help. One proposal to improve this situation replaces the FE equations of motion on regions of the mesh that are atomic-sized with MD equations of motion and implements a consistent hand-shaking between the MD and FE regions 4, 5] . Another hybrid FE/MD proposal is the quasicontinuum technique, a zero temperature relaxation technique 6] .
In this letter, we present a method of constructing scale-dependent constitutive equations suitable for a mesh which is atomic-sized in some regions. In these regions it is guaranteed to reproduce the atomistic equations of motion. This enables MD regions to be coupled seamlessly to regions of generalized FE, bringing the full power of MD to bear on important parts of the system without the computational overhead of MD in other large, but physically less complex regions. The procedure, Coarse Grained Molecular Dynamics (CGMD), is based on a statistical coarse graining prescription.
Suppose we are given a microscopic potential energy expression describing the motion of atoms in a solid, crystalline or amorphous, and a coarse grained (CG) mesh partitioning the solid into cells. The mesh size may v ary, so that in important regions a mesh node is assigned to each equilibrium atomic position, whereas in other regions the cells contain many atoms and the nodes need not coincide with atomic sites. We propose a method to produce equations of motion for a mean displacement eld de ned at the nodes. In particular, we de ne the conserved energy functional for the CG system as a constrained ensemble average of the atomistic energy under xed thermodynamic conditions. The equations of motion are Hamilton's equations for this energy functional.
The classical ensemble must obey the constraint that the position and momenta of the atoms are consistent with the mean displacement and momentum elds. Let the displacement o f a t o m be u = x ; x 0 where x 0 is its equilibrium position. The displacement of mesh node j is an average of the atomic displacements
where f j is a weighting function, related to the microscopic analog of FE interpolating functions below. An analogous relation is implied for the momenta p . Since the nodal displacements are fewer or equal to the atomic positions in number, xing the nodal displacements and momenta does not (necessarily) determine the atomic coordinates entirely. Some subspace of phase space remains, corresponding to degrees of freedom that are missing from the mesh. We de ne the CG energy as the average energy of the canonical ensemble on this constrained phase space:
dx dp H MD e ; HMD =Z (3)
where = 1 =(kT) i s t h e i n verse temperature, Z is the partition function and (u) is a three dimensional delta function. The delta functions enforce the mean eld constraint (1) . Note that Latin indices, j k : : : , denote mesh nodes and Greek indices, : : :, denote atoms. The energy (3) is computed below ( E q n . ( 8 ) ) .
When the mesh nodes and the atomic sites are identical, the CGMD equations of motion agree with the atomistic equations of motion. As the mesh size increases some short-wavelength degrees of freedom are not supported by the coarse mesh. These degrees of freedom are not neglected entirely, because their thermodynamic average e ect has been retained. This approximation is expected to be good provided the system is initially in thermal equilibrium, and changes to the system would only produce adiabatic changes in the missing degrees of freedom. As long as this condition is satis ed, the long wavelength modes may be driven out of equilibrium without problems.
The CG energy (4) may be computed using standard techniques. We h a ve derived the expression in closed form for a monatomic harmonic solid. We take the form of the atomistic Hamiltonian to be
where D is the dynamical matrix. It acts as a tensor on the components of the displacement v ector at each site. We de ne the mass matrix by the matrix inverse
and the sti ness matrix by the matrix inverse
The CG energy (3) for a monatomic harmonic solid of N atoms coarse grained to N node nodes is computed to be
where U int = 3 ( N ; N node )kT. The energy contains terms representing the average kinetic and potential energies, plus the thermal energy term expected from the equipartition theorem for the modes that have been integrated out. This Hamiltonian is easily generalized to polyatomic solids, where the optical modes may be coarse grained in several ways to represent di erent p h ysics. Also, we h a ve formulated CGMD for an underlying anharmonic Hamiltonian in perturbation theory, assuming negligible di usion in the CG region. Here the higher modes do not decouple, and energy may o w to and from the internal ensemble, contributing to thermal expansion, etc. Those results will be presented elsewhere 7] . The sti ness matrix K ij is to be computed once at the start of a simulation, and it remains unaltered during the subsequent dynamics. It does not matter whether atoms vibrate across cell boundaries, as long as di usion is negligible. An e cient computation of K ij is achieved through a normal mode decomposition of D . This allows the simulation of billion atom systems on desktop workstations without approximation beyond those presented here. Note that for T 6 = 0 the nite temperature dynamical matrix should be used for D . This ensures a consistent thermodynamics. For example, in ergodic systems the time average of the kinetic energy term in the CG energy (8) is related to the temperature through a virial expression. In general, the dynamical matrix may depend on other macroscopic parameters, as well, such a s slowly varying external magnetic and electric elds. D should be evaluated under these conditions. Also note that while the harmonic approximation may b e g o o d i n peripheral regions, it may not be appropriate for the important r e g i o n s . W e h a ve s h o wn that the CGMD and MD equations of motion agree in regions where the mesh coincides with the atomic sites. In these regions, the full MD potential may, and should, be restored, so that effects such as di usion and dislocation are allowed.
Several comments about the CG energy are in order. First, the mass and sti ness matrix de nitions involve matrix inverses. This is somewhat ill-de ned for the sti ness matrix because D is singular, due to the zero modes (gapless acoustic phonons). Since there are two inverses in Eqn. (7), the matrix K ij is nite after a suitable regularization. (9) where I is the identity m a t r i x . We h a ve developed a more e cient a n d n umerically stable regularization which will be presented elsewhere 7] .
The zero modes are not integrated out, so a shortranged D results in a short-ranged K ij . On the other hand, a nearest-neighbor D does not generally produce a nearest-neighbor K ij , except where the mesh is atomicsized. The sti ness matrix elements typically decrease exponentially with separation, so the e ective i n teraction is short-ranged but not nearest-neighbor. This is an important point, since it is this quality that improves the CGMD phonon spectrum.
In addition to the general framework we h a ve presented for CGMD, a speci c choice of the weighting functions is required for calculations. In general, suppose we h a ve a set of interpolating functions fN j (x)g Nnode j=1 that are linearly independent at the mesh nodes ( det N j (x k ) 6 = 0 where x k is the location of the kth node). Then we c a n de ne the displacement eld u(x) = P u j N j (x). Also, given any list of atomic displacements we c a n n d t h e displacement eld represented on the CG mesh which best ts this data in the least squares sense: 
This de nes the weighting function f j of (1) in terms of the interpolating function N j (x). The continuum limit of the elastic energy is proportional to an integral of the square of the strain, ru.
To a void pathologies in this limit, the displacement eld u(x) should be continuous, but not necessarily smooth. The usual linear interpolation functions of nite elements are the simplest such c hoice. They are de ned such that N j (x) i s 1 a t n o d e x j , it goes linearly to zero at the nearest-neighbor nodes, and it vanishes outside of the nearest cells. These functions have the desirable properties of locality and ease-of-use. Other choices of interpolating functions are possible, such as higher order polynomials. One basis we h a ve found useful is the set of the longest wavelength normal modes. It provides a check of the CG Hamiltonian (3), since it is the optimal choice for a regular CG mesh|the phonon spectrum comes out exactly correct, apart from the missing short-wavelength modes.
As a proof-of-concept, we consider one dimensional chains of atoms with periodic boundary conditions. The rst test is the phonon spectrum for atoms with harmonic interactions coarse grained to a regular, but not necessarily commensurate mesh. The normal modes are plane waves both on the underlying ring of atoms and on the CG mesh. The wavevector k is a good quantum number for both. The non-zero terms of the dynamical matrix are of the form: D = 2 K D 1 = ;K. Fig.   1 s h o ws the resulting phonon spectra in four cases: exact, CGMD, distributed mass FE and lumped mass FE 9] . The latter two use the long wavelength elastic constants. The spectra are for a periodic chain of 1024 atoms with lattice constant a coarse grained to 30 nodes. FIG. 1. The phonon spectra shown result from various treatments of a ring of 1024 atoms and an incommensurate regular mesh of 30 nodes. The inset is the exact phonon spectrum, where the coarse grained spectrum occupies the small box near the zone center. The error in the CGMD spectrum is much less than that of the FE spectra. Figure 1 shows that CGMD gives a better approximation to the true phonon spectrum than the two kinds of FE do. All three do a good job at the longest wavelengths, as expected, but CGMD o ers a higher order of accuracy. The relative error for CGMD is O(k 4 ) w h i l e that of the two v e r s i o n s o f F E i s o n l y O(k 2 ). At shorter wavelengths, there are signi cant deviations from the exact spectrum. The worst relative error of CGMD is about 6%, better by more than a factor of three than that for FE. This improvement is made possible by the longerranged interactions of CGMD as compared to FE. The continuity condition satis ed by linear interpolation is enough to ensure that the hydrodynamic modes (k 0) are well-modeled, but the lack o f c o n tinuity o f t h e d e r i v atives shows up as error in the spectrum of the modes away from the zone center. This error vanishes for the smooth, non-local basis consisting of the longest wavelength normal modes. It turns out that the CGMD error at the CG zone boundary is relatively small (less than 1%) for technical reasons. Also note that even though the number of atoms varies from cell to cell in the incommensurate mesh, the CGMD spectrum is free of anomalies. Other computations have s h o wn that CGMD with linear interpolation is well-behaved on irregular meshes, as well.
We h a ve computed an analytic expression for the CGMD spectrum on a commensurate mesh: where n 0 = N=N node . This formula shows the contribution of many modes of the underlying crystal to each CGMD mode, resulting from the choice of interpolation functions which h a ve m a n y normal mode components. Near the center of the CG Brillouin zone, a single mode (p = 0) dominates the sums (12), whereas near the boundary (k N node =(Na )), many modes contribute to keep the CGMD spectrum close to the true spectrum which is not smooth at the boundary.
Most of the applications that we e n vision for CGMD are dynamical and have v arying mesh size. For example, in studies of crack propagation the far-eld regions away from the crack m a y be coarse grained. For these applications it is important that elastic waves generated at the crack tip are able to propagate into the CG region. One source of nite-size e ects are waves which are re ected back unphysically from boundaries or arti cial interfaces 8]. This also produces a non-zero Kapitza resistance, which m a y cause uneven heating across the interface. Of course, a stationary system started in thermal equilibrium remains at a constant, uniform temperature given a reasonable measure of temperature in the CG region.
The natural measure of the ability o f w aves to propagate from an atomistic region into a CG region is the S-matrix of scattering theory, or in one dimension, the transmission and re ection coe cients, T and R, respectively. I n F i g . 2 w e plot R(k) for scattering from a CG region of 72 nodes representing 652 atoms in the middle of an in nite harmonic chain of atoms. The cell size increases smoothly in the CG region, as it should, to a maximum of N max = 20 atoms per cell. In all three cases shown R vanishes in the long wavelength limit, and it goes to unity as the wavelength becomes smaller than the mesh spacing|a coarse mesh cannot support short wavelength modes.
At i n termediate wavelengths, however, the behavior is quite di erent. The two nite element simulations show anomalous phonon resonances, corresponding to unphysical excitations in the CG region. These are almost completely absent from CGMD. Also, whereas the cuto for CGMD occurs at k = =(N max a), exactly where it should be, the two nite element cuto s are shifted. CGMD also reduces unwanted scattering of waves traveling from the CG region into the atomistic region, as compared to FE, but we h a ve not shown the plot for lack of space. Of course, any long-lived short-wavelength elastic waves that would re ect from the CG region must be handled as well. We are developing a mechanism to absorb and thermalize these modes 7] . For it to work, the underlying simulation must be well-behaved and predictable, and this is exactly what CGMD o ers. CGMD is a novel technique for simulation of the mechanics of micron-scale systems. CGMD captures the important atomistic e ects without the computational cost of an ordinary atomistic simulation. This is made possible by a seamless coupling of length scales: important regions of the system may be modeled with MD, while peripheral regions are coarse grained for e ciency. The CGMD equations of motion smoothly match those of MD as the mesh size is reduced to the atomic scale. Much larger systems may be modeled with CGMD than would otherwise be possible in an atomistic simulation.
